Duty 11: Under Ground Coal Mining Emergency Situation Learning Module

Overview of the Fatal Event

Official Findings of the investigating Body.

Best Practices

Asynchronous Discussion Area

Scaffolding Resources

CF30 Regulations

Links to the procedural exercises

Glossary of terms (or link to existing glossary tool)

Subtopic

Continuous Miner Fire Scenario

Fatalgram Situations

Themes

Fires and Explosions

Inundations

Severe Injury

Roof Falls

Background of Scenario

Locate and Explore "HotSpots" within the Mine Map for the scenario.

Answer challenge questions within the "hotspot" activity.

Link to specific Fatalgrams that involve the emergency themes found within this specific scenario.

Good selection reinforces proper rationale.

Poor selection informs the ramifications of the choice and provides the proper rationale.

Upon completion of this hot spot activity return to the Mine Map.

Theme:

Fires and Explosions

Inundations

Severe Injury

Roof Falls

Link to specific Fatalgrams that involve the emergency themes found within this specific scenario.

Theme:

Continuous Miner Fire Scenario

Asynchronous Discussion Area

Scaffolding Resources

CF30 Regulations

Links to the procedural exercises

Glossary of terms (or link to existing glossary tool)

Subtopic

Continuous Miner Fire Scenario

Asynchronous Discussion Area

Scaffolding Resources

CF30 Regulations

Links to the procedural exercises

Glossary of terms (or link to existing glossary tool)

Subtopic

Continuous Miner Fire Scenario

Asynchronous Discussion Area

Scaffolding Resources

CF30 Regulations

Links to the procedural exercises

Glossary of terms (or link to existing glossary tool)

Subtopic

Continuous Miner Fire Scenario

Asynchronous Discussion Area

Scaffolding Resources

CF30 Regulations

Links to the procedural exercises

Glossary of terms (or link to existing glossary tool)

Subtopic